THE THREE CORNERS
PRESTIGE
OCEAN VIEW
ABOUT THE HOTEL
To the airport 25 km

Prime location at Marina waterfront

Standard rooms, Connected standard
rooms, Honeymoon rooms

Buffet restaurants: Ocean & Terrace
A la carte restaurants: DuPort Dine

Bars: Lobby Bar, Soleil Pool Bar, Sea
Beach Bar, Peanuts Bar, DuPort Bar

+20 65 358 0350
res-oceanview@threecorners.com

Adult only, elegant, high quality

GUEST REVIEW
“The “Adults Only” concept is fantastic. Rooms
are clean and the staff is amazing, they are very
friendly and helpful. The hotel privacy is unique
as it has a very special location. “
British Honeymooner
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Adult ambience
with style
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The Three Corners Ocean View Hotel is a

swimming pools: one overtops the Red Sea

unique adult only hotel in the Abu Tig Marina

while the other pool is in the middle of the

with its beautiful port and board walk, just

Marina with an unrivalled view. We guarantee

as fancy as Saint Tropez. It offers a fresh,

to satisfy all your needs, whether that be

visionary approach to hospitality in a timeless

a romantic meal in our Oceana Terrace

setting with infinite possibilities. Travelling

Restaurant overlooking the marina or dancing

alone, as a couple, or with a group of friends,

the night away inside the Duport Pool Club

Ocean View represents the best adult only

featuring international DJ’s. Cool down with

quality holidays in an exclusive, stylish and

an evening pool party and relax even more

child-free environment. Enjoy the panoramic

during a live night show. Rediscover wellness

views from the balconies from one of

and fitness at the Vitalis WellFit Center, a

the 162 luxury and elegant rooms. Spend

holistic approach to body, mind and soul.

endless days by the sea or at our two unique

Embrace the elegance together!

EL GOUNA | OCEAN VIEW
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